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In some ways this last year has been a disappointment and in some ways 
a success.

In the Spring Newsletter I said that I had set a target of increasing the 
membership to 300 individual members and 20 corporate members. On 
this we failed miserably. I have done three talks this year and have three 
more to do, but only a handful of new members have resulted from them. 

Our programme of events last year based on tours and talks that you 
wanted to have included was poorly attended. Two of the lectures 
managed to attract 17 and nine attendees. The Mayor's Lecture was a 
success in that just over 50 people attended, and 48 starters again attended 
the walk by James Dinn. The two planned visits to Woodchester Mansion 
and the tour of the archives were cancelled due to lack of interest.

Now the good news. I am pleased to announce that the City Council has a 
new Heritage and Conservation Officer. However it has lost a number of 
people from the planning department so the Civic Society still needs to 
remain the eyes and ears of the public on planning matters. A recent article 
in the Worcester News by the Development Services Manager actually 
stated that Worcester's planning department was in fact second rate.

Our project to erect new City Gate plaques is way ahead of schedule. We 
have already unveiled six plaques and still need funding for the final two. 
We should by the time this reaches you, be close to unveiling the Adams / 
Jefferson plaque on the Whitehouse Hotel. (See the report inside.)

We are about to start a new initiative working with The War Memorial 
Trust, Civic Voice and Historic England to survey the condition of all the 
War Memorials in Worcester. We still need more volunteers to help with 
this project so please let me know if you are interested.

In recent days some of you may have seen the RSA (Royal Society of 
Arts) report stating that Worcester came 10th overall out of 325 districts in 
their survey on the best historic cities in England. There were over 100 
pointers they used to compile their report, including number of Blue 
Plaques in the City, together with Historic sites, Parks and Historic 
buildings. Although we came 10th overall in certain categories Worcester 
came in the bottom 20%. Just think if we addressed some of these issues 
Worcester might well make the top six next time the survey is done.

We need to keep a watch on a number of planned developments, namely 
Middle Battenhall Farm, Heron Lodge and Rose Bank, historic sites that 
are under threat of development. Fortunately the City Council is objecting 
to the Middle Battenhall development and has adjourned the Rose Bank 
development to allow a new proposal. Heron Lodge continues to progress 
with the approval of two more properties even though the original 
conditions on the development have still not been discharged.

The Old Infirmary near the Asda site has been sold and the developers 
have plans for change of use. At present no work is taking place pending 
an application.

This coming year we have a number of planned projects and are in the 
process of arranging a new programme of events. Please support us this 
coming year by attending the talks and walks.

Phil Douce
Chairman

CHAIRMAN'S INTRODUCTION

Committee: 

                    Alan Flockhart

                    Mike Sumpner 

                    Derek Law
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REMEMBER THE FALLEN
Remember the Fallen was initially a Heritage 
Lottery Funded (HLF) website developed for the 
purpose of recording and researching the casualties 
on Worcestershire War Memorials.  Launched in 
December 2010, there are currently 554 war 
memorials and rolls of honour, mostly within 
Worcestershire, with the names of over 21,000 men 
and women who served during times of conflict or 
were killed on active service.   

As an ongoing project, war memorials within the 
county and the names listed on them are added on a 
regular basis, and a further 18 will be uploaded over 
the coming weeks.  Whilst a significant number of 
the names relate to WW1 and WW2, there are also 
casualties from conflicts such as Korea, Malaya, the 
Falklands, the Gulf War, Iraq and Afghanistan that 
appear on a number of memorials. A large 
percentage of those listed have been researched 
and around two thirds of the names have the 
additional information on their individual 
page on the website. All research can 
be accessed free of charge.  
Resources used during research 

include the Commonwealth War Graves 
Commission, Soldiers Died in the Great War, 
newspapers, war diaries, parish magazines, parish 
records, census, medal rolls, school records and 
more personal information sometimes provided by a 
family member. All my work as the researcher and 
administrator is voluntary.  The HLF funding 
expired earlier this year and I have recently 
succeeded in raising the required amount to move 
the website to a faster, more efficient server and to 
further enhance the search options for casualties.  It 
is anticipated that the re-vamp will be complete by 
the end of November 2015.  Currently  the website 
can be searched using either the memorial or the 
individual's surname. 

Sandra Taylor
Researcher and Administrator
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Many of you may have noticed the scaffolding on 
Edgar Tower, the gateway to College Green and the 
south entrance to the Cathedral. Edgar Tower is one 
of Worcester's oldest structures. This impressive 
gateway to the Cathedral was built in the early 1200s. 
A disastrous fire swept the city in 1202, destroying 
many houses, severely damaging the Cathedral and 
burning down its gatehouse. Later, King John 
ordered the Sheriff of Worcester to obtain wood and 
stone of the best quality to rebuild the gatehouse, 
which is largely the building we have today. Its 
massive wooden gates are also those originally fitted.

At first, the tower formed the gateway to the parade 
ground used by the garrison of the nearby Worcester 
Castle which once stood on the site now occupied by 
the King's School. But after King John was buried at 
Worcester Cathedral in 1216, the monks were given 
back the gatehouse and also the parade ground, now 
College Green. This was “for allowing such a sinner 
to be buried in their church”. Next year will be the 
800th anniversary of the death and burial of King 
John at Worcester Cathedral. It is therefore very 
appropriate that restoration work on the tower is 
carried out at this time.

Edgar Tower is a Scheduled Ancient Monument and 
also listed Grade 1 and contains what is believed to 
be the oldest schoolroom in continuous use in the 
British Isles, which is used daily by the King's 
School.

The gateway which now forms the entrance to the 
southern part of the Cathedral precinct was last 
restored in 1910. The tower, which is built primarily 
of sandstone, is now in need of major repair and 
restoration. This work is being carried out by the 
Cathedral's highly-skilled stonemasons and the first 
phase of work is underway. Whilst the restoration 
work was expected to be difficult, now that the 
scaffolding has been erected on the site and the 
stonework inspected close-up, it is clear that the 
high-level stonework to the parapet stringcourse level 
is in very poor condition as a result of the extensive 
use of iron cramps that have corroded, continuous 
exposure to the prevailing weather from the south 
west and the poor quality of earlier repairs. 

Urgent work is required to stabilise the tower and to 
replace the rainwater goods and the windows which 
are also in very poor condition and affecting the 
water-tightness of the structure.

If you would like to have a stone of your own, 
please contact Rebecca Fielder at the Cathedral 
by phone on 01905 732902 or e-mail 
rebeccafielder@worcestercathedral.org.uk

Since ancient times, stonemasons have made 
“mason's marks” on their work. Now we all have an 
opportunity to make our mark on an ancient 
Worcester building and to be immortalised with a 
mark on a stone of our own. In exchange for a 
minimum donation of £50, your initials will be 
etched into a new stone for the Tower. You will 
receive a certificate, as well as photographs of your 
stone, your name and a dedication will be listed in a 
record book, which will be placed in the historic 
Cathedral Library. Stones can be dedicated to a friend 
or loved one, to celebrate an anniversary or in 
memoriam. Could it be a different gift for Christmas? 
The Civic Society has sponsored a replacement stone 
for the tower.

Worcester Cathedral southern entrance Edgar Tower.
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Since the last newsletter the Civic Society has unveiled a new 
blue plaque at Pitmaston House.

The plaque was to celebrate the life of John Williams (1773 - 
1853). John Williams was the oldest of eight children, 
inheriting the family distillery in Tybridge Street. He moved to 
Pitmaston House in 1804 and lived there for the rest of his life.

His many interests included meteorology and he combined this 
with his passion for horticulture, by experimenting with the 
microclimate in his conservatory.

He contributed papers to the Horticultural Society of London 
(now the RHS). His work led to the breeding of new varieties 
of cultivated plants including the Pitmaston pear and Pitmaston 
Russet Nonpareil apple.

Jim Jenner, the present owner of Pitmaston House, sponsored 
the plaque. Elizabeth Banks, a former president of the RHS, 
unveiled the plaque.
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The Worcester Civic Society is 
about to commence a project with 
Civic Voice, Historic England and 
the War Memorial Trust to survey 
all the War Memorials in 
Worcester and to record their 
condition on the War Memorial 
database of memorials.

This is part of a national exercise 
to record in excess of 80,000 war 
memorials in the country, a lot of 
which are not recorded.

We will be working with Sandra 
Taylor who is responsible for the 
web site "Remember the Fallen"
and who has located practically 
all of the memorials in Worcester. 

Sandra is particularly interested in 
the people associated with 
each of the memorials but her

 listing will enable us to locate 
where each memorial is.

Once we have recorded the 
condition of each memorial and 
recorded it onto the database, 
then should there be  a need for 
work to be done to restore the 
memorial some funding is 
available.

We are looking for volunteers to 
help us with this exercise and 
already have some ten on board. 
If you are interested please 
contact me on
phildouce68@gmail.com or 
phone me on 07760 352086.

There will be full training given 
by Civic Voice and the Trust once 
we have all our volunteers on 
board.

WW2 Normandy Campaign Veteran Memorial

With
Civic Voice, Historic England and War Memorial Trust

BLUE PLAQUE UPDATE



Heritage At Risk Project
Following the very successful project in 2013 to survey the 1209 Grade 2 listed buildings in Worcester, we 
repeated the exercise this year using Historic England’s computer app.

The app should have been available in November 2014, but an almost workable version 8 arrived in early 
March this year. 

We were asked to re-survey all the buildings that we had categorised as “At Risk” or “Vulnerable” in the first 
survey. We decided to add a number of locally listed buildings to the exercise, making some 350 to 380.

Throughout the exercise we held regular open days run by Steve McCleish, James Dinn, Sheena 
Payne-Lunn and myself at the old library in Foregate Street to help and assist the volunteers.

At the end of July, Historic England announced they were closing the site down as they had some substantial 
upgrading to do.

At this time we do not know whether it will be made available later in the year or not, but we had completed 
some 90 to 95% of our target.

I would like to thank all the volunteers who took part in this project and hope that if the site becomes available 
again we can complete the exercise.

Phil Douce
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Conservation Areas Advisory Committee
The Conservation Advisory Areas Committee was initiated to review all planning submissions of note for 
developments or alterations within the City's Conservation Areas as well as significant developments within and 
around the City of Worcester.

The Committee meets each month and has representation from the Cathedral, local architects in practice within 
the City as well as landscape architects, one of whom is the current Chairman. In addition there is a representative 
of the University of Worcester and several members of the Civic Society.

The meetings are attended by three local City Councillors from both main political parties and the committee is 
briefed by the City Conservation Officer and City Archaeologist. Over the past twelve months the Committee has 
evaluated many projects of which a few of the more significant and interesting schemes are outlined below.

1.0   Redevelopment of the Fire Station in Copenhagen Street. Converting the offices into flats.
2.0   A new Aldi store re-furbishing the old Homebase store on the Bath Road. 
3.0   Many conversions of upper floor rooms to small flats in the Tything. 
4.0   A large 36 unit housing development on Rosebank London Road. 
5.0   Several refurbishment schemes to listed dwellings in Britannia Square. 
6.0   Many applications for new signage on commercial buildings in the conservation area. 
7.0   Conversion of garages into residential units on Barbourne Road. 
8.0   Proposals for regeneration of Crowngate Shopping Centre. 
9.0   Proposed retail development on Nunnery Way and Newtown Road containing proposals for 
        M&S, John Lewis and Next. 
10.0 Development at Cathedral Square. 



FREEDOM OF 
THE CITY OF 
WORCESTER
This is the first of a series of articles about the 
various people and organisations who have 

received the Freedom of the City.

The Freedom of the City is an honour bestowed by a 
municipality on a respected member of the 
community or a visiting dignitary. Originating in 
medieval times as the practice of granting freedom 
from serfdom to selected individuals, only freemen 
had the right to vote until parliamentary reform in 
1832. Today the practice falls under the Local 
Government Act and may be given by any county, 
city, borough, district, town, parish, or community. 
The honour no longer carries any special privileges, 
but recipients are often awarded a certificate, which 
may be presented in a specially commissioned 
receptacle. Freedom can also be granted to military 
units with historic ties to the city or the region, 
giving them the privilege of parading through the 
city. 

The first person awarded the Freedom of the City of 
Worcester was Lord Nelson. According to a report in 
Berrow's Worcester Journal of September 2 1802, 
“Sunday evening last” [which would have been 
August 30] Nelson and a party, which included Sir 
William and Lady Hamilton, arrived from Downton 
Castle near Ludlow. “The intention of the illustrious 
Hero to visit this city, being known a few hours 
previous to his arrival, a great concourse of people 
assembled, who hailed his approach with heartfelt 
acclamation; and taking the horses from his carriage, 
drew it to the Hop-Pole Inn, amidst the grateful 
plaudits of the numerous admiring spectators who 
lined the street and the windows of the homes.”

The following day Nelson's party visited the 
Chamberlain china factory, where they were given a 
tour during which “his Lordship viewed, with the 
minutest attention, every department” and was so 
taken with the porcelain that he left “a very large 
order for china, to be decorated in the most splendid 
style with his arms.” 

Portrait of 1st Viscount Nelson, Horatio Nelson (1758 - 1805)

The party then proceeded to the Guildhall, where they 
“partook of an elegant collation which had been 
prepared in the Assembly Room. Here the gallant 
Conqueror was presented with the freedom of the city, 
enclosed in a richly-ornamented china vase, by the 
Right Hon. The Earl of Coventry” who made a speech 
begging Nelson to accept the freedom as a token of the 
regard of the city for his services to the country. Nelson 
replied typically, that it would give him “infinite 
pleasure” to accept, but that “the merit ascribed to him 
… was more particularly due to the brave men who had 
been under his orders … he only had the good fortune 
to command the heroes who had obtained such 
important success.” Nelson's self-effacement, and his 
giving of credit where credit was due, was one of the 
reasons he was so beloved by those who served under 
him.

Nelson and his companions then visited the Cathedral 
before returning to the Hop-Pole, where Nelson was 
presented with a pair of carpets by a Mr Michael. “Soon 
after one o'clock on Monday, the Noble Viscount 
departed for Birmingham”, via Droitwich and 
Bromsgrove, where they were again paid “the most 
affectionate testimonies of respect.” 
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Planning 
Panel: 
Report 
Autumn 
2015 

South Worcestershire 
Development Plan (SWDP) – the 
examination of the plan has now 
concluded and the inspector is 
deliberating on the evidence to 
assess whether the plan is sound and 
can go forward to adoption.  His 
final report is due to be published 
early next year.  Challenges from 
developers to raise overall housing 
numbers further have been 
unsuccessful but there are some 
modifications to the plan.  
The three district councils voted at 
the end of September on whether to 
accept these and put them out to 
public consultation in October and 
November.  Most of the minor 
modifications are of a technical 
policy nature, but there are some 
changes to housing site allocations.  
Some small sites in Worcester have 
been removed from the plan, such 
as Claines recreation ground, and 
some sites have had their 
allocations changed.  The number of 
houses proposed for the former 
Crown Packaging site has been 
reduced, whilst the number 
allocated to the Shrub Hill 
Opportunity Zone increased.  The 
Panel will review these changes 
during the consultation period and 
respond on behalf of the Society.  
Information about the plan can be 
found at 
www.swdevelopmentplan.org

Middle Battenhall Farm – the 
proposal to build on this sensitive 
historical site was not determined 
by the Council which was 'mindful 
to refuse' and the application has 
now gone to appeal to the 
government planning inspectorate.  
The Council has agreed, narrowly, 
to defend this at appeal.  It is 
pleasing to see that the Council was 
prepared to take this stance to 
defend this important site from 
speculative development.  
Hopefully the Council will be 
successful, given the site's historic 
importance, the large number of 
objections to the scheme and the 
fact that it is not allocated for 
housing in the emerging SWDP.  
Hopefully local views will prevail 
(remember Localism!), although at 
the national level the current 
development climate is quite 
permissive in terms of granting 
permission for housing schemes.

Transport – members of the 
Society held a useful meeting with 
County Council transport 
representatives in the summer 
where we were keen to hear about 
the current policy context for 
transport and future plans for 
transport development.  Many of 
the developments currently 
underway (e.g. Southern Link 
Road, Cornmarket improvements) 
are part of the current Local 
Transport Plan which is coming to 
the end of its first five year phase.  
This plan will be 'refreshed' and 
updated in Easter 2016 ready for 
adoption in July 2016.  It was also 
noted that work was going on to 
better model transport movement 
around the city which it is hoped 
will provide a solid foundation for 
further work to improve traffic flow 
around the city.

Conservation Areas Advisory 
Committee (CAAC) – we have 
continued to monitor the situation 
with regard to Heron Lodge and 
have been assured by Council 
officers that everything is being 
done to ensure conditions attached 
to the planning permission are 
discharged and in particular that the 
greenhouse is reinstated.  In terms 
of major redevelopments in the city 
centre the committee has seen plans 
for the Old Fire Station on 
Deansway and also revised plans 
for the part of the Porcelain Works 
fronting Severn Street.  The Old 
Fire Station offers a refurbishment 
of the building and a mixed use 
scheme with retail/offices on the 
ground floor and residential above.   
The Porcelain Works plans have 
changed from those submitted 
previously by the Bransford Trust.  
It is now proposed to incorporate 
housing in the scheme in order to 
support the viability of the 
arts/cultural elements to the 
scheme.  It also includes more 
demolition of buildings on the site, 
but retains the main showroom 
building and the important Severn 
Street frontage.  Although some 
compromises have had to be made 
it is clear that this will deliver a 
more viable scheme and serve to 
bring this site back into use and also 
enhance the cultural offer of the 
area and the city more broadly.

Heather Barrett 
(Planning Panel Chair) 
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PROJECTS AND CAMPAIGNS PANEL

Frog Gate 
Plaque Severn Street 
(Left)

Foregate Plaque 
(Right)
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City Gate Plaques

The Society has initiated a project to replace all the 
existing plaques in the City, which commemorate the 
location of the gates in the old medieval City walls.
In 2015, thanks to very generous donations from 
Worcester residents, we have been able to replace six 
of the old plaques – these are the Sidbury, St 
Clements, Foregate, Frog, Friars' and Bridge Gates, 
which are illustrated below.  

We still have two more to install at St. Martin's and 
Trinity Gates. The Civic Society may decide to fund 
the Trinity Gate plaque. We are looking for 
sponsorship of the St. Martin's Gate plaque.
It is intended that the City Gate plaques will become 
a part of the historic tour of Worcester as part of the 
expanding number of commemorative Blue Plaques 
in the city and of course all the other places of 
historic interest in Worcester.

President’s Plaque

In 1786 John Adams and Thomas Jefferson, to 
become the second and third Presidents of the then 
very young United States of America, passed through 
Worcester during their eight-day tour of English 
gardens and Civil War sites.

They certainly had a meal at the old Hop Pole Inn on 
Shaw Street and Foregate on their journey from 
Hagley to Blenheim Palace via Woodstock. Though it 
seems likely that they may have stayed overnight at 
the Hop Pole sadly we have not been able to prove 
that.

However, as their trip is further celebrated by the 
speech made on Fort Royal Hill  by John Adams to 
some of the citizens of Worcester, the Society has 
decided to commemorate the visit of the two future 
Presidents with a commemorative plaque. 
Unfortunately, the current owners of the building on 
Foregate and Shaw Street, which was the Hop Pole 
Inn, have refused permission to have the plaque on 
the building but luckily the Whitehouse Hotel next 
door on Foregate has kindly agreed to install the 
plaque on the Hotel with an explanation that the 
Presidents had their meal next door.

City Planning Issues

The Society has held recent meetings with both County 
and City officers to review and discuss various issues 
affecting the development and the road system of the 
City. Of particular concern are the developments taking 
place in Cathedral Square, the Cornmarket and New 
Street. The County and City have agreed the layout of 
Cathedral Square as members will have noticed by the 
traffic problems caused by the road works. The 
proposals for the Cornmarket are being developed and 
the renovation of New Street was well under way by 
September 2015.

The Highway Authority is in the process of formulating 
a brief for a traffic model analysis for the inner City in 
order to appoint specialist consultants to prepare a full 
report and recommendations for the easing of the very 
bad traffic congestion within the City and in the 
approaches and exits as well.

The study, when commissioned, will take twelve to 
eighteen months to complete so in the meantime the 
Society will limit their involvement to discussion with 
County and City officers on progress and any 
developments.



This report was revised in April this 
year and can be seen on the Society's 
website under 'Projects'. 
It was approved in principle for 
discussion purposes, noting that the 
detailed proposals are only 
suggestive of ways forward.

The local press faithfully reports 
progress on the ground week by 
week, our six monthly newsletter 
gives us an opportunity to reflect on 
the quality of public realm 
improvements in the City centre.

In June three members of the 
Society met with transport planning 
and economic development officers 
from the County and City 
respectively to discuss transport 
matters generally.  We heard that 
since the County intended to 
upgrade their traffic modelling 
software for the City during the 
coming year, consideration of 
proposals for relieving congestion in 
the City centre would generally be 
deferred for this period.  Those 
present agreed to meet again in six 
months.

In Cathedral Square, new road 
proposals, which form part of the 
public realm scheme, have been 
discussed at length with adjoining 
owners and shown to the 
Conservation Areas Advisory 
Committee, where the Society is 
well represented. Meanwhile, 
consultation with the wider public 
has been minimal – the June 
exhibition presenting the final road 
scheme as a fait accompli.  The 
approved outline landscape scheme 
for the square itself will need 
detailed development next year. 

When Trinity House by the 
Cornmarket, was first offered for 
sale it was hoped that the buyer 
would develop a scheme for both the 
store and the adjoining car park so 
as to improve Cornmarket as a 
public square. However, only Trinity 
House was sold which makes it 
more difficult, but not impossible, 
for the City to enlarge the square for 
new leisure uses – in addition to the 
Christmas Fayre.  Recent 
improvements to New Street, Queen 
Street and the shared space area  are 
most welcome and make a partial 
contribution to a possible 
Cornmarket Square. 

Shrub Hill. The report was revised 
in August this year following news 
that the oval site containing Elgar 
House had been sold to the Martin 
Group. We look forward to hearing 
of their proposals to improve the 
complete site in front of Shrub Hill 
Station. In the station itself the 
Victorian waiting rooms with their 
majolica tiling have at last been 
restored and there is talk of new 
passenger lifts replacing the old 
goods lifts.

With regard to the Shrub Hill 
Opportunity Zone, which surrounds 
the station, it was 
reported recently that the 
forthcoming SWDP local plan will 
encourage up to 750 new dwellings 
to be provided in the zone during the 
15 year plan period. 
Although primarily an employment 
area, this opportunity for mixed use 
will offer a challenge to landowners 
to work with the planning and 
highway authorities on suitable area 
plans to regenerate the whole zone 
piece by piece.

As an amenity society the Society 
'encourages all citizens to be 
involved in the development of their 
City' so as to 'make Worcester a 
more vibrant and attractive place'.   

Thanks to the internet, it is quite 
easy for us to comment on 
individual planning applications but 
more difficult for us to contribute to 
area planning and urban design 
work.   

Hopefully, the Council, working 
with developers, will give residents 
more opportunities to suggest how 
the Council's 2011 City Centre 
Vision document should best be 
implemented.

Mike Sumpner
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WORLD'S OLDEST 
IS A SURVIVOR 

Berrow's Worcester Journal

The distinction of being served by the oldest 
surviving newspaper in the world belongs to 
Worcester. BERROW'S WORCESTER JOURNAL 
has appeared each week with unfailing regularity 
for more than 270 years. It was published 
irregularly from 1690 until 1709, the period 
following the deposing of James II, which had seen 
the beginning of the free press in this country.

The first printing press was established in 
Worcester as early as 1548, about 100 years after 
Johannes Gutenberg's invention of movable type, 
and several books were printed on it between 1548 
and 1553.

The establishment of 1690 as the date of the first 
publication of the news-sheet which was to become 
Berrow's Journal is referred to by Valentine Green, 
the 18th century historian of Worcester, who 
records that a newspaper was established in the 
city in that year when William and Mary, newly 
established on the throne, needed support in 
Worcester which had always been notably Stuart in 
its sympathies.

There are no existing copies of this news-sheet and 
the history of the paper does not become clear until 
1709 when Stephen Bryan became the first 
proprietor, printer and editor of the Worcester 
paper. For a time at least he must have been his 
own editor, compositor, printer and publisher.

In recent times the bound copies of these 
newspapers have been stored at a warehouse in 
Worcestershire. There is an almost complete set at 
the Hive in Worcester together with a microfilm 
copy, which can be used for research.
However, there are many bound copies that the 
Worcester Civic Society is in the process of 
rescuing. At present it is necessary to remove these 
from the warehouse into a safe environment in the 
short term. The Civic Society will then look for a 
permanent home for the volumes and attempt to 
obtain funding to restore them so that they will be 
available for the members of the public to view.

Frankfurt Gazette      1615

Weekly News              1622

Leipzig Gazette         1660

Public Intelligencer          1663

Londan Gazette        1665

Worcester Post-man  1690

Stamford Mercury      1695

Newcastle Courant   1711

Berlin Gazette               1722

As soon as we can we will have a small number of 
these volumes on show at the museum in 
Worcester. Berrow's Worcester Journal History of 
the newspaper is available on the Worcester News 
website.

The following table shows a few of the principal 
journals which flourished in Europe between 1615 
and 1722.
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